The plaque shall be metal or plastic, with engraved or machined printed letters in a contrasting color to the plaque, shall include the location of the service point, utility meter, AC and DC disconnects, inverter, PV Array, Generator or other types of generation sources, and a footprint of the entire building and site. The plaque shall be attached to the exterior of the enclosure for the service disconnect in a manner that is required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction. Attachment methods must be made watertight and the integrity of the enclosure rating must be maintained.

PLAQUE FOR UTILITY AC DISCONNECT

This is a sample of the plaque to be installed on the face of the utility AC disconnect. If multiple utility disconnects are installed, each disconnect shall have its own plaque attached.

PLAQUE SPECIFICATIONS

The plaque shall be metal or plastic, with engraved or machine printed letters, or electro-photographic plating, in a contrasting color to the plaque. The plaque shall be attached to the "utility AC disconnect" in a manner that is required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction.